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1. A system subjected
nian:

to a time-dependent

H(r, t)

perturbation

= Ho(r) + AV'(r,

is described by a Hamilto-

t)

where A is a small parameter. The eigenfunctions 'I/J~O)(r) and eigenvalues En of
Ho (r) are known. Given that a solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation
can be written as:

w(r, t)

= LCn(t)1/J~O)(r)

exp( -iEnt/n)

n

obtain a differential equation for the transition coefficients Cn(t).
Initially, at time to, the system is in a definite eigenstate 1/JfO)(r). Show that at a
later time t, to first order in A, the transition amplitude for excitation of a state
1/Jk(r) of energy Ek (# Ei) is given by

[4]

r

Ck(t) = .I
< 1/JiO)(r) IAV'(r, t') l1/JfO)(r) > eiwkit'dt'
z n lto

Show that the case i = k corresponds to a simple phase shift on the initial eigenfunction.

[2]

A quantum particle has eigenfunctions 1/Jm(x) = ~eimx
where m = 0, ±1, ±2 ... ,
where the coordinate 0 S x S 27r and the energies Em = me. At t S 0 the particle
is in the eigenstate corresponding to m = +2. At t > 0 it is acted on by a weak
perturbation:
AV'(r,t) =A sin x exp (-1't)
Into which states can transitions

be induced, to first order in A?

Calculate the form of the transition probability
sitions. Discuss the behaviour as T -+ 00.

1

-------------

at time t = T for the allowed tran[5]
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2. Discuss briefly the regime of validity of the WKB method and its applications in
quantum theory, including the significance of connection formulae.

[6]

The general form of the WKB wavefunction is given as a sum of terms of the form
~e±i
J K{x')dx'. Give the corresponding form for a classically forbidden region,
vK{x}

.

where E < V(x), defining all terms carefully.

[2]

A quantum particle is in a well with a single rigid wall at x = O.
x < 0

V(x) = 00

L > x > 0 V(x) = Vo x] L
x> L V(x) = Vo
where Vo > 0 is a constant.
Show that this type of well obeys the general quantization condition
T2

r
lTl

K(x')dx' = (n + 3/4)71",

explaining (and giving precise values) for the limits of integration T1 and T2•

[7J

Show that if J2m Vo = 1 and 3'f:rr = 216, the eigenenergies En of the particle,
within the WKB approximation, are given by the relation:
En _

..!.. [

Vo - 36 n

~]2/3

+4

[3]

How many bound states can the well support?
NB: You may use J(l - y)1/2dy

= -2/3(1

[2]

_ y)3/2.

Recall also the connection formula, of general form:
_A_ exp - [t q(x')dx'] -t ~
cos [};X K(x')dx' - 71"/4].
~

x

JK{x}

b
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3. We can define a quantum operator At to be the adjoint operator of another operator
A if:
where 1> and 'l/; are arbitrary quantum states. The time-evolution operator propagates a quantum state from time to to a later time t:
W(X, t) = T(t, to)W(x, to),
Starting from an assumption of conservation of probability, show that the operator
T is unitary.
Hence show that Tt(t, to)

= T(to,t)

[4]
[2]

A quantum particle evolves in a time-periodic potential V(x, t) = V(x, t + 7), with
period 7, too strong to be treated perturbatively. Its Floquet states take the form:

where Un(x, t) =Un(x,

t

+ 7)

and En is a quasi-energy.

Explain briefly how Floquet states may be used to evolve a general quantum state in
a time-periodic potential. You should explain how they may be-obtained from the
time evolution operator and explain the role of the Floquet operator F = H - in %t'

[9]

The Hamiltonian of a quantum particle H = Ho + V(x, t), is the sum of a timeindependent part, Ho, and a time-periodic potential:V(x, t)
corresponding to period

7

=

= V(x,

t

+ 7)

= Bx cos wt,

27r/w.

The time-independent Hamiltonian Ho has eigenfunctions 'l/;j(x) =
j = 0,1,2 ... , the coordinate 0 :s; x :s; 27r and Ho'l/;j(x) = PE'l/;j(X).

vkr sinjx

where

We can expand our Floquet states in a complete basis of orthonormal states by
writing:
Un(x, t) = L Cj,m'l/;j(x) exp imwt
j,m

Using this basis, calculate the form of the matrix elements, < jmIFlj'm'
operator F.
Assume < 'l/;jlxl'l/;jl >= A<5jj, where A is a constant.

>, of the
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[5]

4. The spins 81 and 82 of two interacting spin-1/2 particles couple to give a total
angular momentum 8 = 81 + 82. There are simultaneous eigenstates of Sf and Siz
where i = 1,2: ISimi) = I~~)= IOi) and ISimi) = I~ -~) = l,Bi) such that:
S;lslml)

= Sl(Sl + 1)/i2Islml)

and,
Szllslml)

= ml/ilslml)

Show that the total 82 can be expressed, using quantum raising and lowering
operators, as follows:

[4]

By considering the action of the above operator on the spin state:

show that for Ix) = ISMs) = 110), where ISMs) are eigenstates of 82 and
S, = SzI + Szl, we require a = b -:-l/vI2.
The spin operator SAl

=

~[20"XI+ iaxlayd

[9]

acts only on particle 1.

We wish to represent operator SAl as a 2 x 2 matrix, AI, which is a sum over Pauli
matrices, ie Al = Lj AjO"j. Show that Ai = ~TrAlai
Calculate all the coefficients Ai·

(2J
[2J

Hence, or otherwise, evaluate the expectation value (XISAllx)

[3J

Note: Spin raising and lowering operators are given by :
S± = Sx ± is,
where S±lsm) = J[s(s + 1) - m(m ± l)]/ilsm ± 1).
The Pauli x and y matrices can be represented by:

O"x=

( 0 1)
1 0

and

O"y

=

(0 -i)
i

0
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5. (a) In a quantum scattering experiment, a flux line of helium atoms is incident along
the
direction on to target atoms of neutral sodium. A detector, which subtends
a solid angle dO, relative to the target, is found to collect ND = N(O,4;)do' atoms
per second.

z

..

Discuss in detail how a comparison between theoretically calculated results obtained from the Schrodinger equation and the experimental results might be undertaken. You should explain the meaning of terms such as differential cross-section
:~, total cross-section, asymptotic forms of the quantum wavefunctions and quantum scattering amplitudes f(O,4;) giving any relations between them. You may
illustrate your explanation with diagrams.
For elastic scattering,

[10]

the partial wave expansion for f(O) is

f(O)

100•

= k L(2l + l)etOz(k)

sin 81(k)P1(cos 0),

1=0

where P" is a Legendre polynomial and 81 is a partial-wave
cross-section, a, is given by:
411"

00

phase-shift.

The total

+ 1) sin2 81(k).

a = k2 L(2l
1=0

(b) Explain the physical significance of the centrifugal barrier; discuss how the the
elastic scattering phaseshifts c51(k) might be expected to vary with energy and l as
a result of a centrifugal barrier.
Hence derive the approximate form of the cross section at low energy a
where A is a scattering length.
(c) For a beam of particles scattered by a repulsive potential
that
IT

.

81(k)

= -"4(2l + 1)

(

[(1 + (2l

8ma
+ J)fi?]

1~

a/r2,

=

[4]

411" A2
[3]

it can be shown

)

- 1 .

Hence show that, if 8ma/fi? « 1, and noting that as x -+ 0, (1 +X)1/2 -+ 1 +x/2
then the differential cross section
do
11"2m2a2
1
dO, ~

41i4k2

sin2(0/2)"
[3]

NOTE: In answering this question, you may use these results:
c51 (k) rv k21+1.
Also

L:~o PI (cos 0)

=

2sin(8/2)"
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